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A twice ATRP protocol is developed for the preparation of 

water soluble single-chain stranded polyrotaxanes (PRs) by 

end-capping polypseudorotaxanes (PPRs) formed from γ-CDs 

with PHEMA-PPO-PEO-PPO-PHEMA using oligomers of 10 

MPC as bulky stopper. It is shown that those threaded γ-CDs 

simultaneously reside on PHEMA and PEG segments to give 

access to both loose- and over-fit structured PR-based multi-

block copolymers. 

Single-chain stranded cyclodextrin (CD)-based polyrotaxanes 15 

(PRs) are a family of supramolecular polymers typically prepared 

by end-capping polypseudorotaxanes (PPRs) self-assembled from 

a single polymeric chain with CD molecules via hydrogen 

bonding, hydrophobic and/or van der Waals host-guest intera-

ctions using bulky stoppers or oligomers1.  Due to fantastically 20 

slidable and rotary entrapped CD rings2,  a number of functional 

polymeric axles available3, hierarchical topological structures4 

and feasible further modifications5, these supramolecular assem-

blies present intriguing properties, such as stimulus-responsibility, 

self-healing, shape-memory, etc., and have received tremendous 25 

attention in the last decades for their fertile potential as smart 

materials6. 

In theory, the specific recognition or size matching of CDs with a 

single polymeric chain and afterwards effectively end-capping the 

axle terminals of the resulting PPRs are two crucial factors for the 30 

synthesis of single-chain stranded γ-CD-based PRs7. For example, 

γ-CDs can include with PPO to form tight-fit PPRs showing a 

characteristic channel-like crystal structure via the size matching 

recognition8. However, they can hardly contain single PEG or 

PEA chain, instead double chains to give rise to tight-fit PPRs9,10. 35 

Recently, Yui et al. prepared first loose-fit single-chain stranded 

γ-CD/PEG PRs via the condensation reaction only in isolated 6 % 

yield11. Just as indicated by Harada et al.8, it is more difficult to 

prepare single-chain stranded PRs composing of bigger γ-CDs 

and thinner polymer chains, such as PEG and PEA by the classic 40 

recognition/threading synthetic strategy as compared with their 

smaller and more rigid counterparts, such as α- and β-CDs. This 

unfavourable recognition is due to the mismatch of the cross-

sectional area of incoming polymer chain with the cavity size of 

γ-CDs12. At the same time, the γ-CDs also hold a high structural 45 

deformation ability to some extent in solvents13. For instance, 

they can include not only PPO, but also thicker PDMS and 

PMVE to produce tight-fit PPRs14,15. It is easily envisaged that 

the size mismatch of incoming polymer chain with the cavity of 

γ-CDs would endow PRs the unique stimuli-responsibility with 50 

regard to those α- and β-CD ones. To this end, it is desirable to 

develop a highly efficient preparation technique for single-chain 

stranded γ-CD-based PRs showing the designed molecular archi-

tecture to enrich the chemistry of supramolecular polymers. 

In the past few years, the atom transfer radical polymerization 55 

(ATRP) has been utilized to attach oligomers as bulky stopper to 

transform PPRs into PRs16-18. However, taking account of more 

flexible conformation of γ-CDs, there are fewer studies devoted 

to the synthesis of single-chain stranded unmatched γ-CD-based 

PRs by ATRP. In a very recent article19, we report that flanking 60 

bulky PHEMA blocks attached by ATRP could change the recog-

nition process of γ-CDs with PPO-PEO-PPO wherein the γ-CDs 

are threaded onto and moved over the PHEMA segments to 

produce γ-CD/PHEMA-PPO-PEO-PPO-PHEMA PPRs featured 

by both loose-fit (with PEO) and over-fit (with PHEMA) archi-65 

techtures in aqueous media, different from those γ-CD/PPO-PEO-

PPO tight-fit single chain bent stranded PPRs exhibiting the 

characteristic channel-like crystal structure15. Significantly, these 

PPRs still preserve the active halide ends prone to be used to 

initiate the second ATRP so as to converse them into PRs. It 70 

would offer direct evidence to confirm the existence of loose-fit 

and over-fit structures in the PRRs and PRs. Herein, upon the 

formation of γ-CD/PHEMA-PPO-PEO-PPO-PHEMA PPRs, they 

are used as macroinitiator for the second ATRP of water-soluble 

2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) to transform 75 

themselves into the loose-fit and over-fit structured supramole-

cular polymers20-22. Their synthetic strategy is shown in Scheme 1. 

As described in Scheme S1, PHEMA blocks with a total average 

degree of polymerization (DP) equal to 26 are attached to a distal 

2-bromoisobutyryl end-capped PPO-PEO-PPO (BrPEPBr) by the 80 

first ATRP of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) to give rise 

to the target pentablock copolymer (PEP26H) followed by self-

assembly with γ-CDs to construct unique γ-CD/PHEMA-PPO-

PEO-PPO-PHEMA PPRs exhibiting both single-chain stranded 

loose-fit and over-fit structure. For a possible hydrolytic reaction 85 

of end-capped bromine in the first aqueous ATRP of HEMA 

which could reduce the chain end functionality and efficiency of 

second ATRP as previously reported23, Cu(I)Cl/PMDETA is 

chosen as catalyst and DMF is used as solvent for the first ATRP 
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in this study24. Furthermore, the crude PEP26H is purified by 

passing through basic alumina column instead of dialysis19. 

 
Scheme 1 Preparation strategy of PR-based multiblock copolymers via 

twice ATRP. 5 

Nowadays using ATRP of hydrophobic vinyl monomers to end-

cap CD-based PPRs into PRs remains a challenge 25. Owing to its 

high charge density as well as long side chain group with a huge 

cross-sectional area relative to the inner cavity of γ-CDs, a hydro-

philic, ionic and biocompatible vinyl monomer MPC is expected 10 

to have a low competing inclusion ability with γ-CDs to validly 

attenuate the unpleasant split-off of threaded γ-CDs from non 

end-capped polymeric axes during the further ATRP26,27. So in 

the second ATRP, MPC is chosen as a end-capping monomer and 

Cu(I)Br/Me6TREN as catalyst to converse γ-CD/PHEMA-PPO-15 

PEO-PPO-PHEMA PPRs into PRs. The composition and yields 

are summarized in Table 1 (See more information in Preparation 

and Scheme S1 of Supporting Information). For the convenience, 

the resulting PR-based multiblock copolymers are assigned as 

PEP26HxCDyM, where x represents the feed molar ratio of γ-CD 20 

to PEP26H and y stands for that of MPC to PEP26H, respectively.  

Table 1 Composition, yield and peak maximum of GPC traces for PR-

based multiblock copolymers 

Entry 

Molar ratio of 

PEP26H:γ-CD:MPC Yieldb 

(%) 

Peak 

Maximumc 

/min Feed ratio Found ratioa 

PEP26H29CD28M 1:29:28 1:12.3:23.1 41.9 17.72 

PEP26H29CD42M 1:29:42 1:8.3:36.6 43.3 17.61 

PEP26H29CD70M 1:29:70 1:11.8:65.8 49.8 17.40 

PEP26H29CD98M 1:29:98 1:10.1:100.0 57.8 17.00 

PEP26H16CD70M 1:16:70 1:4.5:67.2 52.3 17.47 

PEP26H0CD98M 1:0:98 1:0:93.3 84.5 17.31 
a Determined by 1H NMR analysis (Figure S1 & S2) in DMSO-d6/D2O 
(1:1, v/v) 25 

b Calculated based on the weight of collected PR divided by that of all 

starting materials  

c Determined from GPC traces of PEP26HxCDyM 

As can be seen, the found molar ratios of γ-CD to PEP26H vary 

in a range of 8.3-12.3 with the feed molar ratio keeping at 29 30 

after the second ATRP. Also taking account of the data at a feed 

molar ratio of 16, about one third added γ-CDs are still entrapped 

on the pentablock copolymer backbones, suggesting the relatively 

weak competing inclusion complexation of γ-CDs with MPC as 

compared to other hydrophobic vinyl monomers, such as butyl 35 

methacrylate, 2-(diethylamino)ethyl methacrylate, etc., which are 

found to extract nearly all the threaded γ-CDs from the PEP26H 

before the second ATRP initation at the same feed molar ratios. 

However, the DPs of PMPC segments for all the copolymers 

including PEP26H0CD98 match the feed molar ratio of MPC to 40 

PEP26H, revealed that the macroinitiators in the form of PPRs 

indeed possess a very high chain end functionality and initiating 

efficiency in the second ATRP. Furthermore, the mild yields in a 

range of 41.9-57.8 % are arisen from the slipping off of around 

two third added γ-CDs. Even so, these yields are markedly higher 45 

than those ever reported loose-fit and/or over-fit structured γ-CD-

based PRs11,23.  

 

Fig. 1 1H NMR spectra of γ-CD, PEP26H29CD98M and 

PEP26H0CD98M in DMSO-d6/D2O (1:1, v/v) at 25 °C. 50 

The 1H NMR spectra provide direct evidence to confirm the 

preparation of single-chain stranded γ-CD-based PRs. As can be 

seen in Figure 1, all typical proton resonance peaks of both γ-CD 

and blank PEP26H0CD98M copolymer appear in the spectrum of  

PEP26H29CD98M. Especially, the proton resonance peak (CD1) 55 

of γ-CD in the PR is clearly broader as compared with free γ-CD 

due to the decrease of conformational flexibility of γ-CD along 

the polymer main chain upon the PR formation.  

The GPC traces of γ-CD, PEP26H and PRs are presented in 

Figure 2 and Figure S3, respectively. According to previous 60 

reports17, DMSO or DMF with a low concentration of LiBr is 

usually utilized as extraction solvent for PRs. However, as the 
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PMPC blocks in the PRs are insoluble in DMF in this study28, a 

mixture of DMF/H2O (1:1, v/v) is used as a co-eluent solvent for 

the GPC analysis. Because PS standards routinely used for calib-

rating GPC data are not soluble in such mixed solvent of DMF/ 

H2O, the measurement results of molecular weight and molecular 5 

weight distribution are not included in Table 1. However, all the 

GPC traces exhibit a nearly symmetrical singlet peak with a shift 

to a shorter retention time in the peak maximum value with the 

increasing of feed molar ratio of MPC or γ-CD to PEP26H as 

compared with PEP26H29, indicating the successful preparation 10 

of PR-based multiblock copolymers by a twice ATRP protocol. 

What's more, the absence of γ-CD peak within the GPC traces of 

all the PR samples testifies the fact that no free γ-CD is left in the 

PR samples after the purification30. As a result, the characteristic 

peaks of γ-CD appeared in the 1H NMR spectra of the resulting 15 

PR samples undeniably declare the presence of threaded and end-

capped γ-CDs onto the polymeric main chain8, which is also 

supported by the difference in the peak maximum values between 

PEP26H0CD98M and PEP26H29CD98M as shown in Figure S4.  

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

1
2

3 PEP26H

Retention time / min

4

γ-CD

 20 

Fig. 2 GPC traces of γ-CD, PEP26H, PEP26H29CD28M (1), 

PEP26H29CD42M (2), PEP26H29CD70M (3) and PEP26H29CD98M 

(4) using a mixture of DMF/H2O (10 mmol/L LiBr) (1:1, v/v) as an eluent 

at 30 °C.  

 25 

Fig. 3 2D-NOESY NMR spectrum of PEP26H29CD98M in DMSO-

d6/D2O (1:1, v/v) at 25 °C. 

2D-NOESY NMR correlation analysis is a powerful technique to 

explore supramolecular structure between host and guest mole-

cules in polyrotaxanes31. As outlined in the 2D-NOESY NMR 30 

spectrum of PEP26H29CD98M (Figure 3), the CD3 and CD5 

protons of γ-CD, which are sited inside the CD cavity, clearly 

correlate with not only the methylene (Hb2) and α-methyl (He) 

protons of PHEMA chain and other methyl protons (Hp, Hq), but 

also the methylene (Ht) protons of PEO chain and the methylene 35 

(Hr) and methine (Hs) protons of PPO short chain. It is also 

noteworthy that, despite the chemical shifts overlap with CD3 and 

CD5 protons of γ-CD in the 1H NMR spectrum, the above-

mentioned correlations could not be originated from the CD2 and 

CD4 protons, which are located outside the CD cavity, beacuse of 40 

the extinction of free γ-CD as shown in its GPC curve in Figure 

2. Similar correlations also occur in other PEP26HxCDyM 

samples (Figure S5). So it is reasonable to conclude that some 

end-capped γ-CDs slip from flanked PHEMA to the middle PEO 

block to form a novel polyrotaxane with mixed over-fit (with 45 

PHEMA region) and loose-fit (with PEO region) conformations 

in a way of head-head or tail-tail as schematically described in 

Scheme 1. 
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Fig. 4 Turbidity measurement data obtained from aqueous solutions 50 

(0.5%, w/w) of BrPEPBr (▲), PEP26H (■), PEP26H0CD98M (●) and 

PEP26H29CD98M (◆) (Striped rectangle zones represent relevant phase 

transition ranges, respectively). 

In comparison to the cross-sectional area of PPO and PDMS, the 

PHEMA chains are thicker and PEG chain is thinner. As a conse-55 

quence, the γ-CDs are threaded onto PHEMA to form the over-fit 

and are entrapped on PEG to give rise to the loose-fit structured 

PR-based multiblock copolymers after the second ATRP of MPC. 

However, both the structures are not characteristic of the channel-

like crystal structure as observed in the tight-fit PPRs or PRs 60 

formed from PPO or PDMS with γ-CDs14. The motility of γ-CDs 

dynamically entrapped on the PHEMA-PPO-PEO-PPO-PHEMA 

chain is demonstrated by turbidity measurements as shown in 

Figure 4. BrPEPBr expresses a nearly 100 % transmittance 

without  any detectable phase transition in the tested temperature 65 

scope due to its perfect hydrophilicity,  a character very similar to 

PEG32. However, to attach PHEMA brings in an inverse tempera-

ture-responsive behaviour to PEP26H with a low cloud point 

(CP) appeared at 48.4 °C and a narrow phase transition range 

(△T) of 6 °C seen as previously reported by Weaver et al.33. In 70 

contrast, PEP26H0CD98M presents a broad phase transition 

range (△T= 11 °C) at a higher temperature zone (CP= 60.7 °C) as 

a result of attaching water-soluble PMPC blocks. As for 

PEP26H29CD98M, those γ-CDs distributed on the middle 
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pentablock polymeric axe can further buffer the aggregation of 

PHEMA blocks in response to the environmental temperature rise, 

showing great potential as a kind of novel molecular dampers, 

leading to the emergence of highest CP (65.8 °C) and broadest 

△T (16 °C). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report 5 

of single-chain stranded γ-CD/ PMPC-PHEMA-PPO-PEO-PPO-

PHEMA-PMPC PRs with such unique stimuli-responsibility and 

damping effect. The mild trans-mittance (~74 %) at 40 °C of this 

sample rather than ~96 % for PEP26H0CD98 also verifies the 

favourable entrapping of γ-CDs on the PR main chain holding 10 

both loose- and over-fit artchi-tecture. 

The single-chain stranded over-fit and loose-fit structure of the 

resulting PRs are also supported by WXRD analyses as shown in 

Figure 5, although they exhibit no such characteristic channel-

like crystal structure stemmed from the tight-fit structured PPRs 15 

or PRs. Different from cage-type crystal γ-CD and PEP26H, the 

latter of which displays acute characteristic diffraction peaks of 

crystalline PEO7, PEP26H0CD98M just displays single broad 

diffraction peak centered at 2θ of 19.1 o, indicating that the hepta-

block copolymer with high polar PMPC segments is apt to take 20 

an irregular noncrystalline state. However, for the PR sample 

PEP26H29CD98M, those dynamically entrapped γ-CDs would 

disarrange the inter/intramolecular topological structure to a 

higher chaos state, shifting the featured single broad diffraction 

peak to smaller 2θ of 17.6 o, as suggested by Bragg’s Low34. 25 

5 10 15 20 25 30

19.2
o

17.6
o

PEP26H29CD98M

2θ

γ-CD

PEP26H0CD98M

PEP26H

 
Fig. 5 WXRD patterns of γ-CD, PEP26H, PEP26H0CD98M and 

PEP26H29CD98M. 

TGA analyses are also performed on the samples γ-CD, PEP26H, 

PEP26H0CD98M and PEP26H29CD98M in the range of 150 °C 30 

to 550 °C as depicted in Figure S6. The higher residual weight 

ratio (>30 %) of PEP26H29CD98M at 550 °C clearly shows the 

same residual thermo-stable components with PEP26H0CD98M 

arisen from the phosphorylcholine moieties of end-capped PMPC 

blocks, further suggesting the undertaking of second ATRP of 35 

MPC, well in agreement with the GPC results. Due to the thermal 

decomposition of PHEMA-PPO-PEO-PPO-PHEMA, the samples 

PEP26H and PEP26H0CD98M reveal the same initial tempera-

ture of thermal weight loss at 220 °C besides the difference in 

breakdown speed afterwards. On the contrary, PEP26H29CD98M 40 

starts to decompose at 195 °C, proclaiming the occurrence of 

extra irregularity in the aggregation state structure of the middle 

pentablock probably exerted by random-distributed, threaded and 

moveable γ-CDs. Significantly, similar to pure γ-CD, it also 

decomposes at a faster rate in 310~350 °C relative to those of 45 

naked PEP26H and PEP26H0CDM98M. This provides evidence 

supporting the formation of simultaneously loose-fit and over-fit 

structured PR-based multiblock copolymers in which γ-CDs are 

bound to the middle PHEMA-PPO-PEO-PPO-PHEMA axle. 

In general FTIR acts as a useful tool to prove the existence of 50 

both guest and host molecules in their inclusion complexes35. 

Figure S7 portrays the FTIR spectra of γ-CD, PEP26H, 

PEP26H0CD98M, PEP26H29CD98M and PEP26H29CD42M, 

respectively. The spectra of the PMPC block containing samples 

exhibit distinct featured peaks of MPC unit at 788 cm-1 (P-O-CH2 55 

stretching vibration) and 1088 cm-1 (CH2-N-CH3 stretching vibra-

tion)36. Besides those two characteristic vibrations, FTIR band 

frequencies of the two PR samples tested at 1028 cm-1 and 584 

cm-1 are registered as bend vibration of O-H in γ-CDs and the 

pyranose ring pulsation vibration, respectively37,38. Moreover, the 60 

absorption bands of pyranose ring pulsation vibrations are 

slightly broadened for the formation of inclusion complexes, 

similar to the case observed by Roik et al.39. The results 

forcefully assert the successful preparation of the alleged single-

chain stranded loose- and over-fit structured PR-based multiblock 65 

copolymers in this study. 

 

Fig. 6 TEM image of PEP26H29CD98M aggregates. 

As a typical sample of the PR-based multiblock copolymers, the 

self-aggregation behavior of PEP26H29CD98M is observed by 70 

TEM. Attaching the hydrophilic and ionic PMPC oligomers to 

two ends of γ-CD/PHEMA-PPO-PEO-PPO-PHEMA PPR using 

ATRP induces the copolymers to self-assemble into the unique 

core-shell structured micelles as illustrated in Figure 6. Here the 

middle pentablock segments entrapped by γ-CDs possess a 75 

relatively weak water-solubility to function in a way analogous to 

hydrophobic core, while those flanking PMPC chains prefer to 

array in order as hydrophilic outer shell in aqueous solution. As 

can be seen, the diameter of these spherical micelles is in a range 

of 20-30 nm. These particles are very suitable to be used as 80 

carriers for the drug controlled release40,41. Furthermore, such 

PRs remain abundant room in γ-CD cavities for additional drug 

inclusion. So they are promising candidates for the drug 

controlled release applications42,43. 

Conclusions 85 

PPRs constructed from the self-assembly of γ-CDs with bromide 

terminated PHEMA-PPO-PEO-PPO-PHEMA are end-capped by 

further using ATRP of MPC to converse into water-soluble 
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single-chain stranded PR-based multiblock copolymers simul-

taneously showing the loose-fit and over-fit inclusion complex 

structure in yields of  41.9-57.8 %. About one third added γ-CDs 

are still entrapped on the polymer main chain after the second 

ATRP. The DP of attached PMPC segments matches the feed 5 

molar ratio of MPC to macroinitiator. The unique loose-fit and 

over-fit architectures are demonstrated by 2D-NOESY NMR 

correlations, turbidity measurement data and TGA and WXRD 

analyses. 
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